Pop Star

by Heather Peterson

10" x 10" Finished
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Materials

Fabrics listed are Confetti Cottons by Riley Blake
Bleached Denim 21/2" x WOF		
Cloud 1/6 yard
Cadet		
21/2” x 8" rectangle
Oxford 21/2” x WOF
Cornflower
4" x 4"

Tools
Marking pencil, scissors, ruler, rotary cutter and
mat, iron and ironing board.

Cutting Instructions
Cloud:				
					
Oxford:				
Bleached Denim:
Cadet:				

A - sixteen 13/4" squares
Cornflower:
B - eight 3” squares
C - twelve 13/4” × 3” rectangles
D- eight 13/4” squares
E - four 13/4” squares					

Sewing Instructions
1. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of all the A squares.
Place an A square on the top left corner of a C rectangle and
sew on the drawn line. Trim away excess fabric, leaving 1/4”
seam allowance. Press. Repeat the process with another A
square in the top right corner to complete the Flying Geese
unit (13/4” x 3”). Repeat to make a total of 4 Flying Geese
units.

F- one 3" square

4. Sew one A/C unit to the left of the D/B unit. Press. Sew
a A/C Reversed unit to the right side of the D/B unit. Press
(3” x 51/2”). Repeat to make 4 of these units.

5. Lay out pieces and sew as illustrated. Sew sections into
rows. Press to complete the Pop Star Block (101/2" × 101/2").

2. Repeat this process to make 4 D/B units (3” x 3”).

3. Place an A square on the top right corner of a C rectangle.
Sew along the drawn line. Trim away excess fabric, leaving a
1/4" seam allowance. Press. Repeat to make 4 A/C rectangles
(13/4" x 3"). Repeat this process placing the A square on
the top left corner of a C rectangle. Repeat to make 4 A/C
Reversed rectangles (13/4" x 3").

Watch and sew along on our YouTube channel.
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